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We study the reproducing power of propagating OS schemes (2, P). It is shown that for such 
schemes the following holds. (i) If 1X1= 3 then x *+x2 holds for all x if and only if x=*x* holds 
for all strings of length less than or equal to 6; (ii) if IZl24 or kr 3 then no bound no exists such 
that x =*xk for 1x1 I no would imply x =*xk for all x. 
1. Introduction 
Repetitions in strings play a central role in the study of languages and generation 
mechanisms. While a systematic investigation of such repetitions has already been 
initiated in the seminal work of Thue, [lo], it was not until the beginning of the 
seventies that the strong relationship between language generating mechanisms, in 
particular DOL systems, and the theory of (non)repetitive sequences was fully 
discovered. In the sequel, a revival of interest in such problems could be noticed, 
[l, 2,8], which not only led to a deeper understanding of regularities occurring in 
strings, but also led to new perspectives of formal languages; the Interchange Lem- 
ma for context-free languages, [7,9], is a result of this kind. 
In a recent paper, [4], copying systems were introduced to study repetitions “in 
their pure grammatical form” and to investigate the effect of the generation of 
repetitions on properties of the generated languages. As an example, it was mention- 
ed there that the set of strings obtained from abc by repeatedly duplicating sub- 
strings is not a regular language. 
This paper addresses a related question. Civen an alphabet 2 and an exponent 
kz2, is there a bound n(C, k) such that the following holds: If P is a given set of 
propagating OS rules (i.e., rules of the form a--,x, where a E Z; XE-??), then 
x a*xk holds for all XEZ+ if and only if x a*xk holds for all x up to length n(Z, k). 
Based on results of [3], the existence of such a bound would imply the regularity 
of the set cl&) = (y 1 x**y for some XEJ~} for any language LCZ*, i.e., the 
derivation relation associated with P would be a total regulator on Z*. 
It is readily seen that n(Z, 2) exists for jZl= 2: Let 6= (a, b) and assume that 
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a s*a2, b **b2, ab a*abab hold in (Z,P). Then either a **aba or b **bab. By 
symmetry, we may assume a =*aba. This yields a =*ab”‘a for all ml 0 and 
therefore a =*aya for all yeZ*. But then 
and 
b’ ,*(br)2 for t 10 
uau =>*u(awa)u = (uafQ2 for all u, 0, 
so x =,*x2 for all x. Consequently, n(C, 2) = 2 is a suitable bound. 
It turns out that this approach works only for 1x1 I 3, k=2. To be precise: we 
show that for IZ\= 3 the following holds. If P is a set of propagating OS rules such 
that x **x2 holds for 1x1 I 6 then x =+*x2 holds for all strings in Z*. The bound 6 
is optimal. This leads to the result that the derivation relation a* defined by a pro- 
pagating OS scheme (C, P), where /Cl 5 3, is a total regulator if x **x2 holds for 
Ixj16. We show that no such bound n(Z,k) is possible if ICI r4 or kz3, and the 
question whether derivation relations associated with such OS schemes are total 
regulators remains open. (Note that it was conjectured in [3] that derivation rela- 
tions capable of reproducing strings in the way described above are total regulators.) 
2. Preliminaries and general results 
For unexplained notions from formal language theory we refer the reader to [5]. 
Our conventions are as follows. For a finite alphabet Z’, C* denotes the set of strings 
over Z, including the empty string L; Z+ =Z*- {A). For w EZ*, I WI denotes the 
length of w, and 
sub(w) = (xc Z* 1 w = uxu for some 24,o EZ*} 
is the set of substrings of w. 
An OS scheme is a pair S = (Z, P), where P is a finite subset of Zx C*. As usual, 
we write u-u for (u,~)EP. For XEZ+, yeZ*, we write xaSy (or x-y, if S is 
understood) if there are x,,x2~,Z*, (U,U)E P such that x=xlux2, y=xIux2. =$* 
denotes the reflexive transitive closure of the relation =$ . 
RHS(P) = (u 1 for some a EZ (a, u) E P), 
DUAL(P) = (axa 1 aEC, XEF, a =+*axa). 
An OS scheme S is propagating if RHS(P)CZ+. S is dual-bordered, see [3], if 
PC Uoez ax aZwa. 
For a string XE.E+, the set of cyclic conjugates of x is defined by 
cc(x) = (uu 1 u,u EC*, x = uu}. 
The set of strong cyclic conjugates of order k of x is defined by 
seek(x) = ((a&a I aEZ, u,u~Z*, x = uau). 
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Strong cyclic conjugates of order 1 are simply called strong cyclic conjugates. 
The importance of strong cyclic conjugates (of order k) for our investigations 
stems from the following two lemmas. (A similiar result was mentioned without 
proof in [3].) 
Lemma 2.1. Let S= (C, P) be a propagating OS scheme, XE Z+, and assume that 
seek_,(x) n DUAL(P) # 0. Then X =8Xk. 
Proof. If scck_t(x)nDUAL(P)+0 then therearea&, t,u~C*such thatx=uau 
and a **(auu)k-la. Consequently, 
x = uav **u(avdk- ’ au = (uav)k = xk. D 
Lemma 2.2. Let S= (Z, P) be a propagating OS scheme and assume that x =+*xk 
holds for all strings x, 1x1 in. Then the following holds for all strings x, 1x1 I n. 
(i) If ke{2,3} then scck_t(x)nDUAL(P)#O. 
(ii) If k 14 then scc,&x) fl DUAL(P) + 0, where f(k, x) = O((+k)ixl). 
Proof. The proof is by induction on 1x1 = m. If m = 1 then xke seek_ r(x) and so 
scck_t(x)nDUAL(P)#0. Let x=a1a2...am, aiEZ, and assume the claim holds 
for all strings y, Iy] Cm. 
Consider a derivation x**xk. There are strings xl, . . ..&EC* such that 
xk=x, . ..x m, ai **Xi for dl i. Call the symbol ai active if ]Xif ~2. If there is exactiy 
one active symbol, say aj, then XjE 8?&ck_I(X) n DUAL(P), estabbshmg the claim. 
Assume there are at least two active symbols, and consider the leftmost one, 4, 
and the rightmost one, a,. Consequently, x, =aryr, x; =y,a,, and Ix”] = klxi L 1x1-t 
lu,l + IY,~, which implies mWlyrls lysl)~W--~)lxl. 
Since the subsequent argument is symmetric, we only consider the case where 
lurl =+W-l)lxl. T wo subcases have to be considered, the first one being impossi- 
ble for k=2. 
Case 1. If Iy,] is an integer multiple of Ix], then ~,=(a,... a,ai . . . a,_$a, for 
some f, l=ls+(k-1). For k=3, this yields ara*(ur...a,al...a,_,)ar, so 
DUAL(P) f7 SC%(X) # 0 for ail t 1 1. 
For kr4, 
X, E q(x) n DUAL(p) for some 1 I +(k - I) d (+k)lxl. 
Case 2. If ]y,] is not an integer multiple of Ix], then ~,=(a,,~ ...a.al . ..a.)‘~, 
where fr+(k-2), and y is a prefer of a,+l . ..a.q ...a,_l, lylz 1. Note that I=0 
for kE (53). 
(a) Assume that y=a,,l...a,, where r+lltzzm. Let z=a,,l .*.a,al . ..a.. 
Since lz] cm, 2 a*zk holds, and SQ by the induction hypothesis scc,,(z)n 
DUAL(P)+ 0 for some number q as sfated in the claim. Consequently, either 
ai ** (ai... a&r . . . ara,,l . . . ai_ t)‘ai for some number i, t+ 1 sir m, or Ui =)* 
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(ai... ara,+l .. . a,al . ..ai_#ai for some number i, 1 rilr. But then either 
ai**(ai...a,ar . ..a.y,a,+l . ..ai-1)‘ai 
= (ai...a,(ar+l ...a.al . ..a.)‘a,+, ...a.a,+l . ..ai_l)‘ai 
= (ai... a,al . ..ai_1)‘(‘+‘)ai. 
or 
ai**(ai...a,a,+r . ..a.al . ..ai_l)‘ai 
**(ai . . . a,y,a,+ I . . . a, al . . . ai_ r)qai = (ai . . . a, al . . . ai_ 1) qU+Uaiu 
So in both cases 
scc,(/+ I)(X) 0 DUAL(P) f 0. 
If k~(2,3} then q=k-1 and i=O, so 
seek_ , (x) n DUAL(P) # 0. 
if kr4, then q=O((+k)izl), 1+1 
(b) If y=a,+, . ..aia. . ..a., 
I +k, and therefore q(I+ 1) = O((+k)l’I). 
where 1 I fcr- 1, then consider the string z= 
cl,+1 . .. a,. The argument in this case is the same as before and left to the rea- 
der. Cl 
Remark 2.3. At present we don’t know whether O((+k)ixI) is a tight bound for 
f(k,x). We want to point out, though, that Lemma 2.2(i) cannot be extended to 
kz 4. This is seen as follows. Define schemes S’ = (2, Pk), kr 4, by Z= {a, b}, 
Pk 1 {a+akl(ab) LkRJ I(ba)f(k+r)“l, b --, @I (&k/21 I(ba)L(k-r)‘2I]. 
Then x a*xk holds in S, for 1x112, but scck_l(ab) n DUAL(P) = 0. 
Let S=(E,P), where Z={a,b), 
P= {a-+a41(ab)3al(a2b)3albab2al(ab2)2, b+b41ab2abl(b2a)2). 
Then x =+*x4 holds for 1x1 I 3, but I = 4 is the smallest number such that scc,(ab2) fl 
DUAL(P) f 0. 
The relationship between powers and strong cyclic conjugates (of some order) 
established in the preceding lemma is the key tool in our investigation of the genera- 
tion of powers. To derive the negative results on powers greater than 2 (in the re- 
mainder of this section) and on squares over alphabets containing more than 3 
symbols (Section 3.2), we wil! use iterated morphisms, a technique applied suc- 
cessfully in the generation of arbitrarily long strings having certain properties (e.g., 
square-free strings). The next lemma is preparatory for the application of this 
technique. 
Lemma 2.4. Let &yt5Z+, kz 2, and assume seek_ ,(y)C sub(x). Then either 
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ISCCk-1(u)l= IYI or there is z E sub(cc(y)), lzl s + lyl , such that scq_, (z) c sub(x) 
and Iscc,+~(z)I = lzl. 
Proof. If all strong cyclic conjugates of order k- 1 of y are different then clearly 
Jscck_t(y)I = ]yl. Assume that y=al . ..a., aiEZ, and there are i,j, l=i<jln, 
such that 
(a&+r . ..a.al ...ai_l)k-'ai=(ajaj+* . . . ana1 . . . aj_#-'aj. 
Let zr =aifQ+.+l . ..C7j_ls Z2=G?jtZj+l ...%a1 . . . ai_1. Then Izlls+n or lz215+n. Since 
the subsequent argument is essentially identical for both cases, we restrict our atten- 
tion to lzll I+n. 
The equation (aiUi+r . ..a.al . ..ai_$-‘ai = (ajaj+l ...a.al . ..aj_$-‘q implies 
that the string u=(aiai+r ...a.al . ..ai-#-’ ai has prefix zi for any I satisfying 
f~zl~~(k-l)n+l=lul. Inparticular, lzrl c+n implies that z: is a proper prefix of 
U, and so sc~~_~(z~)Csub(x). If ~scc~_~(z,)~ = 1 ~1, then z=zl satisfies the claim. 
Otherwise, iteration of the described procedure will finally result in a string z satisfy- 
ing the claim. 0 
In the following lemma, let Z= (a, b} and ~1 the Thue-Morse morphism, defined 
by p(a) = ab, p(b) = ba. For properties of p we refer the reader to [a]. 
Lemma 2.5. Let kr3, XEZ+. If scck_l(x)Csub($‘(ak)) then xEcc(#(a)). 
Proof. The claim is obvious for n E (0, l$. r Assume therefore that nr2. We first 
establish that under the given assumptions x must be of even length. 
Claim 2.5.1. a3, b3,ababa, babab do not occur in p”(ak). 
Proof of Claim 2.5.1. If one of these strings occurs as a substring, then it must be 
a substring of ,#(a’) =p’(a)p”(a) since I#(a)] = 2” 2 4. This is impossible since a2 
is strongly cube-free and J.J preserves this property. q 
Claim 2.5.2. 1x1 is even. 
Proof of Claim 2.5.2. By Claim 2.5.1, 1x1~3. Assume that 1x1 is odd, say x= 
a1a2-..a2i+l, 111. Since kr3, p”(ak)=alo2 .. . ok2tI _ l ck2” contains the substring 
ala2 . . . a2i+lw2-- au+lal. For all i, the second ai occurs at an even (odd) position 
in pL”(ak) if the first occurs at an odd (even) position. Considering the positions of 
the ai and using the fact that ~~_~o+(ab, ba) for i= 1,2, .. . . k2”-‘, one con- 
cludes then that p”(ak) contains a substring ~~_~(~zi=ocr, a contradiction. q 
Assume now that x= al a2 . . . azr, ai E 2, and assume first that Is&_ l(x)l = 1x1. 
Since scck_l(~)Csub(pn(ak)), there are strings Ui, UiEZ’* such that 
&Zk) = Ui(aiai+r . .. atlal . . . ai_l)k-‘aiUi, i= 1, . . . . 21. 
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This implies that at least I of the numbers luil have the same parity. 
(i) Assume there are subscripts 1 ~~ii c -.- < ifs21 such that lu,J is even for 
j= l,..., 1. Define strings yj, j= 1, . . . . I, by &~)=a~a~+, . . .azral .. . aii_l. Then 
1.~ I = I and uj E cc(yJ for all j. This implies seek_ 1(yl) C sub(p”“- ‘(ak)), since all Yj 
are different due to the injectivity of cr. Induction on n now established the claim 
in this case. 
(ii) Assume there are subscripts 15 ii < . . . < i,r 21 such that 1~~1 is odd 
for j= 1, . . . . 1. Then Juii( is even for all j, so defining strings yj by ,U(Yj) = 
aij+i . . . a2/ai .. . aii_iai, and reasoning as in (i) gives the result in this case as well. 
(i) and (ii) establish the claim if lx/= Jscc~_,(x)~. We show that ~scc~_~(x)~ < 1x1 
is impossible. Assume to the contrary that Iscck_ ,(x)1 c IX]. Then, by Lemma 2.4, 
for some zEsub(cc(x)), lzl~+lxl, IzI = 1 SCQ- , (z) I and SCQ- , (z) c subQ.P@)) 
hold. By the above discussion, this implies that ZECC(,V”(~)). Consequently, if 
u E seek_ i(x) then 
IUI = (k-l)lxJ +l I I/.P(ak)l = klzl, 
which yields 
1x1 I IzI+ lzl-l 31z1-1 <2(zl -c- 
k-l - 2 
since k2: 3. This is a contradiction to IzI s+lxl, hence Iscc~__~(x)~< 1x1 is im- 
possible. 0 
We are now in the position to settle the problem discussed in this paper for ex- 
ponents kr 3. 
Theorem 2.6. Let kz 3, l.Zlr2, n 2 1. There is a scheme S= (2, P) such that 
x a*xk holds in S for 1x1 sn, but for some x, [xl> n, x **xk does not hold. 
Proof. Assume a,bEZ. By Lemma 2.5, there is no x~{a,b}+, 1x1 c [p”(a)1 =2” 
such that seek_ I(x)C sub(p’(ak)). COnSeqUently, seek_ 1(X) - sub(pFc”(ak)) # 0 for 
each XEC+, 1x15~. Choose for each x, 1x1 rn, a string P in scck_r(x) - sub(p”(ak)) 
and let S = (2, P) be the dual-bordered OS scheme satisfying RHS(P) = (2 1 1x1 s n). 
Then x =*xk holds in S for 1x1 cn by Lemma 2.1, but p”(a) =Pp”(ak) = (p”(a))k 
does not hold in S since RHS(P) fl sub(p”“(ak)) = 0. 0 
3. On the generation of squares 
The first part of this section investigates the generation of squares over three- 
letter alphabets. It is shown that for any propagating OS scheme S = (Z, P), 12 I = 3, 
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the following holds: x **x2 for all x E C* if and only if x =*x2 for all x, 1x15 6, and 
this bound is optimal. The second part establishes that this result cannot be extended 
to larger alphabets, i.e., for no 2, ICI 14, there is a bound n(C) such that the 
following holds: For any propagating OS scheme S= (Z,P), x =.*x2 for all XEX* if 
and only if x=.*x2 for 1x15 n(Z). 
3.1. Squares over three-letter alphabets 
Before proving that 6 indeed is a bound in the three-letter case we present an ex- 
ample showing the optimality. 
Example 3.1. Let C= {a, b,c} and x=abacbc. Then x2 does not contain all strong 
cyclic conjugates of any string y, 1~1~~5. Choose then for each y, 1~115, a strong 
cyclic conjugate jj not in sub(x2), and let S = (Z, P) be the dual-bordered OS scheme 
defined by RHS(P) = (9 1 1 y 1 I 5). Then (i) y **y2 holds in S for all y, 1 y 1 d 5, by 
Lemma 2.1, but (ii) x **x2 does not hold in S since RHS(P) n sub(x2) = 0. 
The first lemma of this section allows for a simplification of the subsequent 
arguments. Note that this lemma cannot be generalized to exponents kr4: In ;he 
scheme 
S= ({a,b},{a-,akl(ab)Lk’2J, b-,bkl(ab$“l}), 
ab q*(ab)k holds but ba **(ba)k does not hold. 
Lemma 3.2. Let C be an alphabet, k E (53)) S = (Z, P) a propagating OS scheme, 
and assume that x e*xk in S for 1x1 in. Assume further that Iyl = n + 1 and 
y =+*yk. Then z &zk for all z E cc(y). 
Proof. Let y=ala2...a,+l, ai E 22 By Lemma 2.2(i), seek_ t(x) fl DUAL(P) # 0 
for all XEZ*, 1x1 in. We may apply the argument used in the induction step of the 
proof of Lemma 2.2(i) to string y and conclude that scck_i(y)n DUAL(P)+ 0. 
Since seek _t(y) = seek _t(z) for a!1 z E cc(y), this implies seek _ ,(z) n DUAL(P) # 0 
for all z~cc(y) and therefore, by Lemma 2.1, z a*zk for all z~cc(y). Cl 
Lemma 3.3. Let XE~?, 1x1~7. There is YEZ’, IyI 56, such that scc,(y)C 
sub(x2). 
Proof. Let Z= (a, b,c}. Note first that 6 is an optimal bound for lyl, since for 
y=abacbc and x=y2, we have scct(y)Csub(x2), but for no z, (~1~6, scc,(z)C 
sub(x2). Observe further that if the claim holds for some string x then it holds for 
any ZE cc(x) with the same string y. 
(a) The claim holds if x2 contains a substring on or if x2 does not contain any 
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substring are-, a, r,e~Z and different. Assume therefore that any 2 consecutive 
symbols of x2 are different, and x2 contains a substring o-r@, o, r, Q different. 
(b) If x2 does not contain any substring ore, a, r different, then x2 has some 
prefix areare and so the claim holds. 
(c) If x2 does not contain any substring atera, cr, r,e EE and different, then, by 
(a), there is a cyclic conjugate f of x of the form arex’, where a, r,e EZ, and 
X’E (oror, are, oea, re}. Consequently, the claim holds for R and so for x. 
Considering a suitable cyclic conjugate of x we may, after applying a permutation 
of ,E if necessary, assume therefore that x2 =abcbaorxO, 1x127, o, FEZ: The 
following cases have to be considered. 
(i) If or= ba then the claim holds with y= ba. 
(ii) If or=& then the first symbol of x0 leads to a desired string y. 
(iii) If or=&, i.e. x2 =&&&x0, then the claim holds if x0 is not in ac!.G’+, as 
can be seen by inspecting the fi-et 3 symbols of x0. If x2 = ~Mxz~~c~x,, the claim 
holds if x1 E cZ+, with y = bc. If x1 E aZ+, inspection of at most 3 more symbols of 
xl yields a string y as claimed. 
(iv) If or= CCI, i.e. x2 =abc~caxO, then the claim holds if x0 EC_Z+. If x0 = Zrxr 
rhen inspection of the next 3 symbols yields a string y as claimed for all x1 not in 
{a&, &z]C+. If xl = acbx2, the first symbol of x2 yields a suitable y. Otherwise, if 
x1 = cbax2, then lx21 9, and inspection of at most 4 more symbols gives the result 
in this case as well. We leave the details to the reader. q 
Remark 3.4. We mention without proof that the following generalization of Lem- 
ma 3.3 is possible for (Cl =3: If XEF, 1x1 L 15, then scc,(y)csub(x) for some 
string YE,??. The bound 15 is optimal, since x=abcbacabcbabca does not contain 
all strong cyclic conjugates of any string ye.Z+. 
Theorem 3.5. Let IZI = 3, S= (Z, P) a propagating OS scheme, and assume that 
x =*x2 in S ,for 1x1 I 6. Then x =*x2 in S for all x E Z*. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on (xl. Let nz7 and assume that the claim holds 
for all strings y, IyI s n - 1. Consequently, by Lemma 2.2, 
sect (y) fl DUAL(P) f 0 for lyl 5 n - 1. 
Let [xl= n. By Lemma 3.3, there is a string ZEC+, 1~1~6, such that SCC,(Z)C 
sub(x2), and, by Lemma 2.2, sccl(z) n DUAL(P) # 0. This implies that for some 
cyclic conjugate .? of x we may write f=a,a2...a,,, aieZ, and z=ala2...a,, 
1 str6, where a,+l =al, and za,,] EDUAL(P), i.e., a,+r j*zar+L. 
Let y=a,+2 .. . a,, so R=za,+ly. By induction, a,+ly=+*(a,+ly)2, so 
. -2 x=za,+tyj*za,+~Ya,+,~~*za,+,~za,+~y=x . 
But R is a cyclic conjugate of x, so by Lemma 2.1, x=*x2. 0 
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The following consequence of the preceding results is of interest in the theory of 
OS total regulators, see [3]. (Note that the analysis of Section 1 yields the same con- 
clusion for C= {a, b}, provided that II **a*, t, **b*, and ab =*abab.) 
Corollary 3.6. Let S = (C, P) be a propagating OS scheme, IC I= 3, and assume that 
x =a*~* hotds in S for 1x1 I 6. Then cl(L) = (y EZ* 1 x a*y for some XE L) is regular 
for any L C .E*. 
Proof. By [3], it is sufficient to show that Z*-Z*DUAL(P)Z* is finite, and 
for this it is sufficient to show that A =Z*-C*PZ* is finite, where F= {XE 
DUAL(,P) 1 Ixjs 7). 
Assume to the contrary that A is infinite. Since F is finite, A is regular. Conse- 
quently, A contains a subset uu*w, where u#L. This implies that u* does not con- 
tain any substring in P, and so u =+*u* does not hold in the dual-bordered OS 
scheme S’ = (Z, P’) defined by RHS(P’) = F. 
On the other hand, by Lemma 2.2(i), sect(x) n DUAL(P) # 0 for all x, 1x1 I 6, 
so Fn sect(x) + Q for all x, 1x15 6. But then x=*x* holds in S’ for all x, 1x116, 
by Lemma 2.1, hence, by Theorem 3.5, x =*x2 holds in S’ for all XE C*. In par- 
ticular, u =*u* in S’, a contradiction. Cl 
3.2. Alphabets containing more than three symbols 
It is shown in this section that the results of Section 3.1 cannot be extended to 
larger alphabets. This goal is achieved by exhibiting OS schemes S,, nz 1, such 
that x **x2 holds in S, for all strings x, 1x1 c 3”, but for some string x of length 3”, 
x **x2 does not hold in S 
The main tool in this cndnstruction is the following morphism h suggested by 
Main. Let C={a,b,cc>, A =XU {d}, and define h(a)=abd, h(b)=bad, h(c)=acd, 
h(d) = cad. Then the following holds. 
Lemma 3.7. Let &,z~d+ and assume scct(z)c sub(h(x)). Then there is a string 
y E A+ such that scq(y) c sub(x) and h(y) E cc(z). 
Proof. Note that h(x) E (E*d)+, any 2 consecutive symbols of h(x) are different, 
and any substring of h(x) of length 3 contains exactly one d. This implies that 
lzl L 3. Consider a cyclic conjugate L of z of the form Z = o1 r1 d . . . on r,,du, where 
n ~1, Gi,riEZ, u EZ*, JuI 12. We show that u = A. Indeed, assume to the contrary 
that UE,??. Then uol rlci... o~r,~d~cc(z), and so ml rid . . . a,r,d~ sub(h(x)), 
which is impossible. Therefore z^ =o1 ‘51 d . . . a, r,,d. 
Define ei by h@t) = ofTid and let y = er e2. . . en. Then h(y) = P E CC(Z), and it re- 
mains to show that scct(y)csub(x). 
Consider a strong cyclic conjugateyi=eiej+, . ..enel . . . ei of y. By assumption, h(x) 
contains the substrings zl=aitid...s,dal...ri_ldoi and Z2=~id...7”ol...TiSi-ldai~i. 
If q=a then crib (b,c}, and so zI qd= h(yJ l sub(h(x)). On the other hand, if 
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rie {a C) then ai= a, and SO oiZzd= h(yi) E SU~(~(X)) as well. This implies yin 
sub(x), and so scc:,(y)C sub(x). El 
The following proposition is a direct consequence of Lemma 3.7. 
Proposition 3.8. (i) fibr no string z E d+scq(z) c h”(a) holds. 
(ii) rf sccl(z)C sub(h”(aa)) then z E cc(h”(a)). 
Proposition 3.8(i) implies that there are arbitrarily long strings over a four-letter 
alphabet not containing all strong cyclic conjugates of any string; (ii) can be used 
to construct the above mentioned OS schemes S,,=(d,P,) as follows. Note that 
/h”(a)1 =3”. 
For each string x, 1x1 c 3”, there is at least one strong cyclic conjugate x’ not con- 
tained in sub(h”(aa)). Select one for each such string x and let P, be the set of dual- 
bordered rules defined by these strong cyclic conjugates. Then x **x2 in S, for all 
x, Ix1<3”, but h”(a) a*h”(a)h”(a)= h”(aa) does not hold since sub(h”(aa))n 
RHS(P,) = 0. This gives rise to the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.9. Let .Z be an alphabet, IZj 2 4. There is no bound no such that for ar- 
bitrary OS schemes S= (Z, P) the following holds: ifx **x2 in S for 1x1 ‘no then 
x=3*x2 in S for all xE.Z:+. 
In presence of the negative results given in Theorems 2.6 and 3.9 the question 
arises whether it is decidable for arbitrary propagating OS schemes (Z,P) and 
numbers kr2, whether x a*xk holds in t&P) for all XEZ*. The strongest result 
we were able to obtain in this direction is the following. 
Proposition 3.10. Let k E (53). It is decidable whether x =*xk holds in (Z, P) for 
all xEX*, if PCU,,,ax(aC+UZ+a). 
Proof. Observe first that A = E* - Z*RHS(P)Z* must be finite if for all XEE* there 
is a number n(x) 12 such that x =$ * x n(x) holds in (2, P). We assume therefore that 
A is finite and let n O=max(Ixl IxEA). We show that x=*xk holds for all XEC* 
if x =*xk holds for 1x1 s no. 
To this end, assume that x a*xk holds for 1x1 s t, tzn,, and let y be a string of 
length t + 1. By Lemma 2.2(i), see k_1(x) n DUAL(P) f 0 for all x, 1x1 5 t. Since 
Iyl >no,y=uaow with a-, auE P, or y=uoaw with a+ uarz P. Since RHS(P)C 
CZ+, the string z=uaw is of length at most t, hence z=u’a’w’and a’ =*(a’w’u’)k-la’ 
hold for some a’tz,Z, u’,w’~Z*. 
The subsequent argument being symmetric, we restrict ourselves to the case where 
y=Uauw,a--,aoEP. 
(a) If u=u’, then a=a’, w=w’and 
y = u’ffow’ a*&(a’w’U’)k-la’uw’ =3*&(a’uw’U’)k-ia’uw’=yk. 
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(b) If u= u’a’u”,u”eC*, then w’=u”aw and 
y = u’a’u”auw ~*u’(a’unawu’)k-la’uNaow=(uaw)k-ly ** k. 
(c) If u’=uau”,u”tsF, then w=u”a’w’ and 
y = uauu”a’w’d*uaou”(a’w’uau”)‘-‘a’w’ =y(uawf-’ =2*yk. 
In any case, y * * k Since y and t were arbitrary, the assumption ~a*.@ for y . 
1x1 I no yields x **A?‘ for all XE Z*. 
Consequently, x a*xk holds for all XE C* iff A = Z* - Z*RHS(P)Z* is finite and 
x **xk holds for 1x1 Imax{ jzl 1 ZEA}. This is decidable. Cl 
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